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What is a Creative Strategy? 

u The creative strategy is the blueprint of how the end goals 

of the advertising campaign will be met

u Provides guiding principles for the creative department to 

create the advertisements



Steps in Developing a Creative Strategy 

for Advertisements 

1. Uncovering insights

2. Establishing the big idea

3. Writing the creative brief 



Uncovering Insights

u State your questions

uQuestions about your brand, industry, consumers, or 

competition that will help you understand your 

objective 

u Dig through secondary sources

u Answers to your questions may be found through 

research that has already been conducted

u Company records

u Library Resources

u Syndicated Market Data



Uncovering Insights

u Conduct Primary Research

u Find answers to new and unanswered questions through your own 
research

u Firsthand experience & Observation 

u Surveys

u Focus Groups 

u Researchers typically use more than one method to collect primary 
research

u Interpret the Data

u Determine what information is relevant to your objective



Establishing the Big Idea

u Your key insight is your big idea 

u Steps in producing the big idea:

u Immersion: Do the research

u Digestion: Play with the information, look at it from 

different angles 

u Incubation: Take a break 

u Illumination: Write down every idea

u Reality Testing: Test your idea on others



Developing the Creative Brief 
u Creative briefs should include:

u Insights about your target audience

u How your target interacts with your brand

u What you want your target to know and feel

u The key insight (the big idea) 

u Keep the brief simple and to one page

u Only include what is relevant to solving the problem



The Format of the Creative Brief

u The creative brief should answer these 

questions:

u Who is my target?

u Where am I now in the mind of this 

person? 

u Where is my competition in the 

mind of this person? 

u Where would I like to be in the 

mind of this person?

u What is the consumer promise? (The 

big idea)

u What is the supporting evidence?

u What is the tone of voice for the 

advertising? 



Example 

Creative Brief
 
 
Product Description  
Rewined Candles is a local candle company based out of Charleston, SC. Turning the old into 
the new, Rewined Candles are made from wine bottles cut in half filled with natural soy wax. 
Each candle mixes custom fragrances inspired by the taste of various wines.  
 
Target Audience 
Our target is women ages 25-50 who are looking to share their trends with others. These trends 
include using eco-friendly and organic products, minimalist home decor, and owning products 
and fashion that divert from the mainstream. These women are very in touch with current events 
and keeping up with the social scene that surrounds them while maintaining a laid-back lifestyle.  
 
Where are we now in the mind of this person?  
In the mind of our target, Rewined Candles are an eco-friendly, upscale candle. They 
understand the importance of the brand’s local roots, however may feel the price is too much for 
a candle. Many consumers who have purchased Rewined Candles remain loyal to the brand. 
 
Competition 
The target recognizes our competition as a similar product that offers a candle with organic 
qualities that comes from a local background. They notice more of a variety in this brand’s 
product along with lower price.  
 
Where do we want to be in the mind of our target? 
We want the target to choose Rewined over the competition regardless of price. The target 
should feel motivated to purchase a Rewined Candle based on a connection they have with the 
product. 
 
Key Consumer Insight 
Rewined Candles ensure a sense of comfort that can be placed in any space and passed along 
to others.  
 
Support 
Rewined was born and still being bred out of Charleston, SC, one of the most appealing and 
progressive travel destinations in the South. Using the origin of Rewined can position the 
product as unique and meaningful gift for personal use or others.  
 
Tone and Manner 
Laid-back confidence with an air of rustic charm.  
 
 
 

Rewined Candles 



Creative Strategy Beyond the Creative 

Brief

u An effective creative strategy will be used for all aspects of the 

advertising campaign:

u Ad placements

u Media Plans 

u Integrated Marketing Campaigns

u Social Media 

u Time To Thaw: South Carolina Tourism 

u South Carolina Tourism used guerilla marketing in downtown Chicago during the middle 

of winter to extend a warm invitation Midwesterners

u The creative approach led to a 51% increase in travel inquires from the Chicago area

u http://www.onecuriouscreative.com/#/time-to-thaw/

http://www.onecuriouscreative.com/
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